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Some observations made by British Scholars
aee

on the Reports

on the Teaching of Modern Languages

 

In accordance with the decision of the

2nd Meeting of Directors of Higher Education

(Paris, April 28-29, 1933), the various Reports

on the Practical Teaching of Modern Languages

submitted to this meeting were circulated to

selected scholars in Great Britain, The follow

ing pages reproduce the observations made on

these Reports by :

1) The iate Professor Edward Bullough, М.А.
of the University of Cambridge;

2) Professor 7,11. Bruford, M,A.,0f the
University of Edinburgh;

3) Miss J.P, Strachey, Principal of
Newnham College, Cambridge;

4) Anonymous;

т,

Observations

 

made by the late Professor E. Bullough—

 

Most of the points which, I submit, require

discussion, seem to me reducible to the following

heads :



I. Distribution of languages studied.

IT. Students other than .:0d, Lang.
"Specialists";

ill, Principles of Study;

IV. Methods of study : Staff
abroad,

and Residence

I venture to offer some observations on

each of these heads,

1, Distribution of Languages studied,
ب

    

The extent to which various languages are

veing studied in different countries varies evi-

dently greatly in obedience to a bear of fac-

tors of very different value, This is eminently

the case in this country, The principles of

selection and choice appear to be the following :

(a) practical (largely topographical) factors;

(b) political factors;
en

(c) cultural factors,;

 

It is but natural that the languages of

neighbours should be studied by preference, as is

shown by the predominance of certain languages in

France and Italy, to some extent in Tungary and

certainly in this country; the sañe applies,

according to the iemorandum presented, to the

eS...

In this country there is a very marked, and

the opinion of many, an unfortunate predominance



of French which is not only almost universally

the "first" language learnt in school, but con-

tinues, partly for this reason, to attract the

vast majority of students of Mod. Languages in

the Universities, The second language is German,

German appeared in the school curriculum late in

the 19th century and came into the University

curriculum (where Mod, Languages were included

in University studies at all) aboutthe same

time, The ar meant a serious set-back for German

both in School and University; since then it has

largely recovered the ground which it then lost;

The next langauge, in the number of its students,

is Spanish, though it follows a long way behind

German, Its popularity dates only from the years

following the War and had its origin in the sup-

posed commercial advantages which its study was

alieged to possess. There has been a considerable

dis-illusionment on that score. But many schools

introduced Spanish at the height of its "business

boom" and have continued to teach it, with the

result that the number of its students has not

only kept up but has actually increased, as a

part of the very considerable increase of Mod.

Language Study observable since the War, Italian

was hardly studied at all prior to the Jar,

despite the fact that in the first half of the

19th century it was still regarded as an essentia.

accomplishment of a "gentleman", Its position

then had been undermined by the increasing fashio



of German, Since‘ the War Italian has made unques-

tionable advances in the Universities; but its sup-

posed uselessness for commercial and business pur-

poses, the almost complete lack of school-prepara-

tion in it and the widespread ignorance of its uses

for scientific ends restrict its study in practice

to those who wish to acquire it on purely cultural

grounds, Russian had a momentary popularity during

the War and proved an attractive subject for school

instruction. Since then it has sunk to a very low

level, far too low in the opinion of many, who view

its absence, as complete as it is, from the purview

of the educated classes with much misgiving. Esk

pecially notable is the entire neglect in the Uni-

versities of Portuguese and Polish; both of them

languages opening the way to civilisations un-

questionably most worthy of study as elements of

our European culture, The Scandinavian languages

have, despite much expenditure of funds and many

efforts, made very little headway as University

subjects, The same must be observed with regard to

Dutch, modern Greek may find an occasional student

like Dutch, but cannot be considered as a language

pursued at our Universities, although more than

once efforts have been made tc popularise its study,

The following figures giving the approximate

number of students of these languages here at Cam-

bridge, indicate probably in a general way the~~—
ببف

relative popularity of the various languages,



  

French: about 400;
Terman: about 250;
Spanish: about 100;
Ttalian: about 30;
Russian: aoout 10;
Portuguese: perhaps ? every alternate

eT year;
Polish : perhaps one every three

4 : or four years;
Dutch: perhaps one every three

years;
10d, Greek: ?

 

At the same time, the actual number of

modern language students has enormously increased

in the course of the last 30 years, a fact which

illustrates the astonishing advance made in this

country in Mol. Lang, teaching generally, both in

school and University, If I may «ive my own ex-

perience as an example : in 1902 I took my degree

in French and German as one of 11 candidates of

the ".ledieval and .wodern Language Tripos" of that

year, which then also included English, At the

present time, the Tribos, exclusive of English,

which has a Tripos of its own, has as many as

200 candidates offering French, German, Italian,

Spanish, Russian, Scandinavian Languages, and

occasionally Fortuguese, Polish or Serbian, and

the total number of students working for the

Modern Languages Tripos is somewhere between 500

and 6C0, forming one of the largest schools in

the University, This, I venture to suggest is

symptowatic of the whole development of Mod, Lang.

study in the country, although the distribution

indicated, satisfactory.
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2. Students other than od. lang, "Specialists".

If the term hspactaitst” is reserved for the

student who pursues a мой, Lang. course in order to

gus. ify for a teaching career, eliher scholastic or

academic, the "students other than he" would include

those preparing for a business career, the F,0., the

Civil Services, and those who, like the science stu-

dent, require some familiarity with one or more

foreign lanzuages for the specialised purposes of

their technical information,

Of these the three first mentioned groups

(Cusiness, F.0., C.S.) create no difficulty. The

euployuent in business of University graduates has

wade great progress in the last 25 years, and the

successful student of mod, Languages has as good

as, and even a better chance of finding a career

in business than the Classic or the :athematician.

Similarly the Civil Service Txauinations give

every opportunity that might oe desired for the

candidate trained in „od, languages in the Uni-

versity.

The science student is the real and perennial

difficulty; and it is interesting to observe that

this is also the experiencein France according to

the French ..emorandum (cf, pg,5), In practice the

difficulty arises so far over German. The French

scientific terminology is sufficiently like our

cwn to be made out without too much rate and a

very little French goes a long way. It is very

«ifferent with German, In actual fact both Italian



and Russian are beginning to come into the pur-

view of students, the former for Law and Mathe-

matics, the latter for geographical exploration

Economics and Palace ozoology. Simultaneously the

urgency of German is diminishing, partly because

the output from that source would seem to grow

less, partly because German scientific prestige

appears to have suffered almost since the first

decade of this century, partly because the genera-

tion which drew its main inspiration from Germany

in the second half of the 19th century is dying

out,

Still the need for some familiarity with

certain foreign languages is imperative for

students of science, The attempt has often been

made to organise Terman classes for science

students, This indeed is the only satisfactory

solution of the problem, apart from letting the

scientist acquire the needed information by him-

self as best as he can, I agree with the opinion

expressed in the French Memorandum in this matter

! disagree with the practice mentioned in the

Italian emcrandum (p.4 top) according to which

"les cours peuvent aussi être frequentés par des

étudiants inscrits auprès d'autres facultés",

which I take it is intended to meet the needs

here discussed, According to our standards in

Мой. Language teaching at the University level,

courses in foreign languages for Mod, Lang.

"specialists" are far too advanced for any



u
nrequirements of the student of science. besidesт

,

oeing orientated towards objects (see below, III)

which have no reference to those of the scientist.

I should like to mention here a side-issue

which, however, is likely to assuve increasing im-

portance and awaits a solution, T believe I am
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intention of going to the University at all : the

large class of boys and girls preparing for the

professions ofclerks, business wen, mechanics,

insurance agents etc, etc, If "humanistic" cul-

ture is to be saved at all for this large majority

of people who within the last generation have been

brought within the orbit of "Secondary! education,

it must be done by instraction in one or two modern

foreign languages combined with His torv and Geo-

sraphy. Such instruction will require the prepara-

tion of teachers (at the Universities), not to

speak of teaching apparatus and textbooks, not on

the old, purely "literary" lines of academic cur»

ricula. This involves an ideal of study to which I

hope to return in the sequel.

3. Principles of Teaching,

i
l
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Set out schematically, the study of Modern

0

Languages as conceived, I believe I should be



right in saying, in our Universities, proceeds

by the following steps :

(a) The acquisition of a language pe se :
practical;

(b) Study of the development of the language :
Philology;

(с) Study of the language artistically :
Literature;

(ad) Study of the language culturally : Thought
and History : i.e. the "Civilisation",

(a) To acquire the language per se is in part a

preliminary, in part an ideal, The Memoranda so

far submitted are not - and perhaps in the nature

of the case cannot be = explicit on this point,

i.e. what standard of achievement is aimed at in

the instruction they endeavour to describe, I

oelieve that our standard in this respect will

‚stand comparison with that of any other country,

for not only do I consider the Englishman to be

a first-rate linguist naturally (contrary to

current opinion which seeks to shelter our na-

tional indolence behind the opposite view), but

our system and practice as evolved in the course

of the last thirty years, both in school and

University, has completely revolutionised the

teaching and acquisition of Mod, Languages as

they were a generation ago.

(b) A knowledge of the historical development of

a language studied is unquestionably helpful,

but not essential to its acquisition, The position

of Philology in our University instruction in

Mod, Lang. rather reflects this fact : in some
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Universities, as for instance at Cambridge, the

philological rn of a language is optional;

those philologically inclined (and their number

is normally small) can devote themselves to

Philology, At the same time the old-fashioned

view that the only "scientific" study of Mod.

language must be philological and therefore

compulsory for University students, still survives

in some Universi ty curricula of ilod. Languages.

(c) The "literary" study of ..odern foreign lan-

guages is general inour Universities, by the side

of the practical linguistic study, Its justifica-

tion rests in part on the model of the ancient

languages, in part on the conviction that the

"literature" of a country is somehow the most

direct and unbiased reflexion of its civilisation,

in part on the belief that it is an aspect special-

ly worthy of study as representing in same way

ideal "values" : all arguments which belong to the

whole Renaissance tradition of Education and are

part and parcel of our entire educational system,

Incidentally, this "literary" bias has the practi-

cal advantage of avoiding controversial aspects of

a civilisation as embodied in politics and econome

1058. This would seem particularly important in the

more recent periods of a country's history.

(d) At the same time a certain divereence from this

senerally accepted view of the study of Mod, Lan-

‘uages has emerged since the “ar, If "Literature"

is representative of a civilisation, it is so not



unambiguously. If Literature is to be thus re-

garded, why not study also the "Art" of a coun-

try? Perhaps the most serious argument against

an exciusively literary study is what is commonly

called its "divorce from realities”, To study

"Literature" means in practice to study "fiction"

or at any rate "imaginative" work : is it sound

educaticnally to bring up boys and girls and

voung zen and wonen for five, six -ог seven years

of their school time and for three or four years

of. intensive University teaching on "fiction"?

To do so is. aptto produce a peculiar kind of

intellectual irresponsibility, hat is the real

object of od. Language study? Is it just to

enjoy literary masterpieces or is it directed to

understanding and appreciating the culture of

peoples different from ourselves? The answer is

probably, both; but the latterobject includes,.

besides poetry and art, also institutions, his-

tory and the development. of thought, whether in

the n 0specialised form of philosophy, or the vaguer

trend of opinions, From this point of view,

Literature itself is part of the picture of a

civilisation realised historically in the develop-

ment of a nation or a people, and is amenable to

such historical study,

This is a conception of .iodern Language

study which was definitely envisaged by the Report

issued in 1919 by the Government Committee under

the Chairmanship of Sir Stanley Leathes. The



Report adopted then the term "Modern Studies"

for this conception and the endeavour to adapt a

University course of Mod. Languages to this

ideal was made at that same time by Cambridge

with the reform of its Tripos in 1917,

It is important to realise clearly the im-

plications of such an ideal, for this is a point

of capital importance for a rational scheme of

intellectual co-operation between different

countries on a plane and in a subject directly

touching their essence, It also directly affects:

the conception of methods of teaching which will

be dealt with in the next section,

To study and appreciate the "culture" of

another people means, in the first place, to un-

derstand the mentality that has produced this

culture and that continues to have its being in

it, It means therefore to understand the French,

Italian, German etc, "mind", its workings, and

ite background, But this understanding has to be

reached by an English "mind"; a wind, moreover,

which, however "appreciative" and understanding

it may become by study and knowledge, cannot

cease to be an English mind, This is not only

inevitable but desirable in the highest degree,

Fir it is essential to human civilisation that

 

French culture, for instance, be not only under-

stood and appreciated, but also critically valued

and assessed by minds which are not French, An
—

example will make the point obvious : the fame of
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Heinrich Heine, if it had been left (or were left

at present) to the German "mind", would be nil,

Heine's poetry was saved as a human achievement

by Frenchmen and Englishmen. A similar position

in this country has arisen over Byron, These are

‘well-known literary illustrations, but’ the idea

affects all aspects of culture,

To express it shortly : to promote the under-

standing of a nation's civilisation does not mean

to impose that culture on anyone else, but to ex-

plain it and bring home its essentials to another

mind in a way intelligible to the letter to ine

corporate these essentials in the outlook of that

. Mind, side by side with its own culture as a

point of comparison for the assessment of both

the foreign and the native cultures. Herein lies

the real educational value of "Modern Studies",

It is from this point of view that some of

the practices described in the Memoranda submitted

Seem open to criticism and some of the suggestions

made there fall short of an ideal co-operation

between the various countries,

4. Methods of Study : Staff and Residence abroad,- جس — —[.—

—Ú
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A, Staff

 

The pointraised in the last paragraphs of

the preceding section affects directly the ques-

tion of staffing a Modern Language Department, Tt

explains the 5056و - quite apart from cer-

tain purely practical consequences - of the plea
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which las been urged by all expert opinion in this

country for many years, that the direction of the

instruction given in such a Department should be in

the hands of Englishmen, It will be observed in the

iiemor anda submitted that the principle is recognised

oy France, Italy and Hungary as far as theythem»

selves are concerned, In these countries (as also

in Germany now) it is regarded as beyond question

that the holder of a Chair should be a national of

these countries, though the principle would seem

to rest less on a re-cognition of the needs of the

study than on the fact that, the Universities being

State-institutions, their staffine by nationals of

the country follows as a matter of course, Indeed,

exceptions as those mentioned as "Lecteurs" are

stated to be exceptions,

 

But it must be borne in wind that the prin-

ciple is not recognised by some, possibly all the

foreign countries, where this country is concerned

 

and it is almost regarded again as a matter of

course that the occupants of Chairs of French,

Italian, etc. should be Frenchmen, Italians etc,

It is an attitude frequently encouraged by the

ignorance of our public opinion and the short-

sighted policyof some ‘even of oùr Universities,

Yet, quite apart from elementary justice in this

matter, it is contrary to the fundamental inter-

ests of Modern Studies to have anyone but an

Englishman directing and inspiring in this country

the teaching concerning a foreign civilisation,



This is in no sense a matter of nationalist

sentiment, but an essential pre-requisite to a

genuine collaboration between our country and the

foreign country concerned. The Head of a Modern

language Department is in a sense a representative

of a foreign civilisation and his own qualifica-

tions must guarantee his capacity to be such. But

it is equally important that he be entirely inde-

pendent of that country whose culture he is to

expound, independant both morally and financially,

protected against any form of pressure, free to

exercise his Judgment and critical valuation, It

is the only condition on which his teaching can be

effective, the contact with minds. of his own

country fruitful, and his presentation of a foreig

civilisation convincing.

At the same time it is most desirable that

some representative of the foreign country should

be a member of the Teaching Staff of such a De-

partment. The French practice of the "lecteur"

has its counter-part in the functions of the

"Lector" in such a University as Cambridge,

The task of the "Lector" is primarily to

assist in teaching the language as such in the

manner explained in the French liemorandum p, 2-3.

He will also deliver a certain number of lectures

in his native language, partly again as a ling-

uistic exercise, partly to convey information

from a new angle,

His engagement should always be temporary



only and for not more than three years, Experience

ghows that usually the usefulness of the foreign

"Lector" reaches its optimum only in the second

year, when he has become familiar with the methods,

the students, the requirements of the teaching and

the nature of the examinations. His time should to

a large extent remain his own, for he should be

student of English, usinghis sojourn here for pur-

poses of research in his subject and for perfecting

his knowledge of English, For this reason his:use-

fulness has obvious limits, He will probably not be

n expert in his own literature; even for language

instruction, especially in translation from the

foreign language, the services of an English in-

structor must supplement ‘the teaching of the"Lector"

But within his limits he forms a wost valuable asset

to the Department, An extension of his functions

such as would appear indicated in the Hungarian

memorandum seems to me undesirable, Possibly condi

tions in Hungary differ much from curs, especially

the relations between professor and students, where

we do not suffer from so acute a cleavage as would

seem to be the case there,

It is certainly very desirable that the system

of foreign"lectors" should be developed and organ-

ised beyond its present. state. Unfortunately what-

ever organisation exists, it cannot overcome the

difficulties arising from the. clash of:personali-

ties and the need for adjusting personal idiosyn-

cracies, l imagine that every Head of Department in
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this country would rather seek out for himself

the "Lector" he wants, than have a "Lector" se-

lected for him by a foreign body, University-

Department or linistry of Instruction, unfamiliar

with his needs and the requirements of his

Department.

Per contra : the employment as "lecteurs"

aborad of graduates of our own Universities, al-

ready in use in some cases (Germany for inst, ) by

private arrangement, is capable of greater ex-

tension than at present. Opportunities of this

kind in Italy are very limited and might well be

developed to the advantage ofboth countries. An

important consideration is, incidentally, the

financial aspect of such arrangements,

B, Residence of Students abroad

All the iemoranda are agreed on the necessity

of students spending some time in the foreign

country whose language and civilisation they are

studying. Opinion indeed on this point is not

likely to be divided, except on the question at

what point of their student career residence

abroad is most desirable, I am persuaded that I

express the views of experts in this country, when

I suggest that time spent abroad after the first

  

year of University residence is twice as useful

as time spent abroad before coming to the Univer-

 

sity. It is far more helpful to the student to

be assisted to zo abroad when he knows what will

be expectéd of him, what he should look for, what



inforwation to seek, what faults tc correct, than

to be sent atroad for a year before coming to the

University, What is, however, needed to enable

students to take part of their vacation abroad, is

travel grants, This applies in particular to resi-

dence in Italy and Spain, where the distance from

home is a serious obstacle to the poorer student,

A point which none of the Memoranda mentions

is the matter of vacation-courses. These, if prop-

  

erly organised and devised wi th due regard to the

needs of University students, are a most helpful

adjunct to University studies.

Mention is made by. both the Italian and the

Hungarian Memoranda of Studentships, These are at

 

present in part financed by these countries for

their own students, But the Hungarian Memorandum

wentions the fact that their students also receive

valuable help from the French and the Italian

Governments in the form of studentships for resi-

dence of Hungarian students both in Paris and in

Rome; and the Memorandum goes on to suggest that

other Governments might with advantage follow these

examples by instituting further bursaries for the

same purpose (p. 8-9}, I venture to suggest that

this is an undesirable form of subvention. Student-

ships ought to be financed by a country to enable

its own students to spend time abroad, not to bring

foreign students to it, The argument used that the

money thus granted will be spent in the country of

its origin seems to me specious and to overlook
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completely another aspect of the question :

the moral and intellectual liberty and inde-

pendence of the student who. ought dos to be

placed in a position of financial dependence

on a foreign government, however benevolent and

well-intentioned,

As a last point I should like to direct

attention to the need of distinguishing between

studentships granted to students engaged in their

studies and studentships granted to graduates for

purposes of research, In a University like Oxford

and Cambridge a very great deal is being done in

that wayby Colleges to further research in Mod,

Languages. But IT wonder whether the newer Uni-

versities are equally well provided in this

matter which is of the utmost importance for the

training of well-qualified teachers, especially

of academic standing.



ix.

Observations

made by Professor W,H., Bruford

I have read with interest the wemoranda which

you kindly sent me on the practical teaching of

modern languages in France, Italy, the United States

and hungary. It is evident from them that the pro-

Lessors of modern languages are faced with much the

Same problems in those countries as-here, though the

different cultural and geographical circumstances

give a different degree of urgency to the various

individual problems in each place. It was instruc-

tive to note for instance the comparative indif-

ference of the American student to proficiency in

the spoken foreign language, and the emphasis laid

on research in the undergraduate course in Hungary,

through German influence, If I might make a sug-

gestion concerning future reports, it is this :

that a fuller list of headings should be supplied

from the central organisation, of points on which

information would be desirable, This would make

the comparison of conditions in the various coun-

tries easier, and might result in practical sug-

gestions to individual governments and further

efforts at co-operation. I am thinking of such

things as : average age and preliminary qualifi-

cations of students, numbers in various universi-

ties, and for the various languages, range of

literary studies (authors read, aim of teaching),



range of philological and historical studies,

nature of examinations, grading of students (in

definite "classes" as in Scotland and to some

extent in England, with regular progression from

elementary to advanced, or a freer arrangement,

as in “ermany), proportion of professors, lec-

turers and "Lectors" to students, training of

school teachers and university teachers of

modern languages, facilities for advanced study

and research in foreign languages and literatures,

numbers of travelling s cholarships available for

undergraduates and for graduates, amount of

residence abroad required for various degrees

and diplomas etc,, etc.

Among the points of special interest to us

in this country in the memoranda which I have

read, I think the most important is the stress

laid in all reports, and particularly in the

last page of the French report, on the value of

exchange studentships, travellingscholarships,

lectorships and the like for the promotion of

modern language studies, I am also struck by

the apparent zreater range of languages studied

in the universities of France and Ttaly, The

Slavonic and the Scandinavian languages would

seem to deserve wore attention in our universi-

ties than they receive at present, The pre-

ponderance of French in our universities does

not seem to be paralleled by that of any single

language in continental foreign universities.



Observations
مر

 

|made by Miss J,P, Strachey

 

(1) Present tendencies,’

It seems clear that in every country the

study of a foreign language is now related with

the history and civilisation of the foreign

country. In each memorandum stress is laid on

this, and also on the value of every means of

contact with foreign ways of life and thought,

The foreign language is regarded not merely as

of literary or aesthetic interest; but as the key

to the life of the foreign nation, It is from this

point of view that the desirability is pointed out

(a) of prolonged and repeated visits to the foreign

country; (b) of strengthening and extending ‘the

system (which exists in all Universities} of

foreign lecteurs, In the French memorandum especial-

ly the value of visiting foreign countries at as

carly a stage as possible is mentioned, and the

necessity of basing University studies on sound

work in the schools.

It is also interesting to notice that in

every memorandum the study of foreign languages is

considered not only as a specialist study but as an

indispensable element in the general culture of all

educated men and women,



(2) Additional provision which may be

The Punsarian memorandum alone makes any

wention of libraries‘ The improvement of modern

languages libraries both in schools and in Uni.

versities is much needed,

Increased facilities for interchange of

students and teachers seem desirable in every

country.



iv.

Anonymous Observations

 

The first thing to be gathered from the

American, French, Hungarian and Italian reports

is that the teaching of liodern Languages is con-

ducted in these countries on very much the same

lines, which points to the soundness of the whole

system; the second, that the state of affairs is

on the whole quite satisfactory,

The American report shows that the United

States are working under somewhat difficult cir-

cumstances, owing to their distance from Europe.

some recent talks have convinced me that some

people would be only too prone to make a virtue

out of necessity, amd to think it is tetter, or

ar least just as good, to do without the spoken

language and to content one's self with the

written one. No doubt this method may yield in

a way good results, but it would throw us fifty

years back. A knowledge of the living language,

as full as possible, remains the best way of ap-

proach to the literature and thought of a country,

for all it implies, and one is glad to see that,

in spite of individual opinions, the report is

well awake to this fact,

With regard to France, I was very pleased

to hear lately that practical studies in the Fng-

lish Language in Paris are fruitful, as is in

Great-Eri tain the practical study of the French
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Language. The Professor of English of the Univer-

sity of Oxford, who gave a course of lectures at

the Sorbonne last year, was gratified to find tha

undergraduates were so well conversant with the

English language, both written and spoken, The

report, however, leads one to think that a greate:

number of lecteurs should be desirable; one lec-

teur may suffice for a provincial university;

whether it suffices for Paris may be doubted,

Other resources abound there, to be true. Much,

in this as in other espanto, can be expected of

the development of the British Institute, and of

a close co-operation between this body and French

bodies, - The same may be said of scholarships,

the number of which is still far from meeting all

the needs. But this is connected with some sort

of "selection", as contemplated by the Ministère

de l'Education nationale.

The same remarks seem to apply to the Ttaliar

report.

What strikes me in the Hungarian report is

the emphasis still laid upon philology (assuming

that the word has the same meaning to the author

of the report and to us generally). Whilst being

the very last to deny that philology has a high

educational value, I hold with many others that

it can not and must not be made the basis of the

teaching of ..odern Languages. But the report does

not imply a lack of balance between philology and

the other side,



To sum up, methods seem to me to be quite

sound; for them to yield their best results more

money will have to be spent on scholarships, and

every, thing must be done to introduce scholars in

a foreign country to as many national circles

and milieux as possible, A hearty welcome is just

a8 necessary as the scholarships themselves,








